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The use of geospatial technologies has become ubiquitous since the leading Internet vendors delivered a number of popular map websites. Today, businesses are either migrating location-specific capabilities into their information systems, or expanding existing Geospatial Information Systems (GIS) implementation into enterprise-wide solutions. As enterprise information systems evolve toward service-oriented architecture (SOA), geospatial technologies also evolve along the same lines.
Geospatial Services and Applications for the Internet covers a wide spectrum of techniques, model methodologies and theories on development and applications of GIS relative to the internet.  The world's experts in this emerging field, present examples and case studies for location-based services, coastal restoration, urban planning, battlefield planning, rehearsal environmental analysis and assessment.
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Software and Compilers for Embedded Systems: 8th International Workshop, SCOPES 2004Springer, 2004

	This volume contains the proceedings of the 8th International Workshop on Software and Compilers for Embedded Systems (SCOPES 2004) held in Amsterdam, The Netherlands, on September 2 and 3, 2004. Initially, the workshop was referred to as the International Workshop on Code Generation for Embedded Systems. The first took place in 1994 in...
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ARIS Design Platform: Getting Started with BPMSpringer, 2007
This practical "how-to" guide to both using the ARIS Design Platform and, more importantly, how to use it to create real business models, follows Rob Davis’ hugely successful, Business Process Modelling with ARIS (Springer 2001). This second volume describes the ARIS Business Architect and ARIS Business Designer web clients...
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Embedded Java Security: Security for Mobile DevicesSpringer, 2006
This book is a comprehensive presentation of embedded Java security (namely, J2ME CLDC/MIDP), in the sense that the security model of embedded Java is thoroughly explained, then a detailed analysis of this model is undertaken. It is compared with the security model of Java Standard Edition in order to view the impact of limited resources (typically...
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Microsoft Visual Foxpro 6.0 Programmer's GuideMicrosoft Press, 1998
The MICROSOFT VISUAL FOXPRO 6.0 PROGRAMMER'S GUIDE is a comprehensive resource for the beginning to intermediate programmer using the Visual FoxPro 6.0 development tool. It provides a thorough introduction to application development using Visual FoxPro 6.0 design tools and object-oriented programming techniques. Discover the enhanced development...
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Practical Lock Picking, Second Edition: A Physical Penetration Tester's Training GuideSyngress Publishing, 2012

	Practical Lock Picking, 2nd Edition is presented with rich, detailed full-color diagrams and includes easy-to-follow lessons that allow even beginners to acquire the knowledge they need quickly. Everything from straightforward lock picking to quick-entry techniques like shimming, bumping, and bypassing are explained and...
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Advanced Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0 (Mps)Microsoft Press, 1998
When we originally approached Microsoft Press with the idea of writing an advanced  Visual Basic book that was a bit different from the rest, we wondered what  reaction we'd get. We were particularly keen on incorporating three features: 

	The book was to be a focused collection of the writings and opinions of many individuals....
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